
Endpoints are the workhorse of most IT environments. 
They are where the bulk of business operations take 
place—and thus, they are the first target of most threat 
actors. While current Endpoint Detection and Response 
(EDR) tools have evolved in response to threat actor 
developments, they are still subject to circumvention, 
deletion, and undetected compromise. As new user 
endpoints come onto the network, often, they are left 
vulnerable until EDR tools are installed.

Grypho5’s Comprehensive Endpoint Management 
package will monitor your complete endpoint inventory 
24x7x365 for any suspicious activity or threat indicators 
(ensuring your EDR is ingesting all data), patching it 
regularly while tuning and testing all security controls 
against today’s threat actor tactics. Unlike other 
providers, Grypho5 regularly monitors for endpoints 
that don’t have the proper protection, with the ability 
to isolate them from the network until they can be 
secured. Only the Grypho5 Comprehensive Endpoint 
Management service is constantly evolving based on 
our knowledge of current threat actor tactics from our 
sister company, Fenix24, which works on the frontlines 
of breach restoration, while being informed by our 
assessment practice, Athena7, providing deep data on 
the most common enterprise vulnerabilities. Grypho5’s 
Comprehensive Endpoint Management package offers 
the unique orchestration of people, process, and 
technology to create a holistic protected endpoint 
monitoring and containment solution.
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Grypho5’s Endpoint Management Package Protects All Endpoints 
(Even Undiscovered Ones) from Real-Time Threats

Key Service Features: 
■  Implements and manages Endpoint Detection and Response toolset for best-practice 

configuration.
■  Performs complete inventory management for all endpoints and their respective 

software.
■  Performs endpoint patching and firmware updates.
■  Monitors and manages endpoint detection and response telemetry.
■  Isolates endpoints when a potential compromise occurs to prevent lateral movement.
■  Regularly monitors the network for new/unknown endpoint connections to ensure all 

endpoints are properly patched and have the essential endpoint security controls.
■  Remediates endpoints out of patch compliance or found without proper security agents.

Key Deliverables:
■  Provisioning of the relevant, recommended endpoint software.
■  Deployment, configuration, and setting of rules/policies for endpoint detect and 

response tools and ongoing adjustment of these against threat actor tactics.
■  Utilization of a Managed Detection and Response team as the “eyes-on-glass” 24/7 

monitoring solution for EDR.
■  Containment of devices based on monitored telemetry to continually secure your 

endpoints and potentially isolate compromised hosts, ensuring the health of the 
overall environment. 

■  Patching and discovery of all endpoints for attack surface reduction while ensuring 
security controls are applied on all endpoints.

■  Client Success Management: providing you with regular business reviews for service 
transparency and a set cadence for ticket analysis, configuration adherence, health 
reporting, and policy configuration.

Grypho5 Comprehensive Endpoint Management:
24/7 Oversight of Your Every Endpoint Against  
Today’s Threat Actor Tactics

Why Grypho5
GRYPHO5, part of the Conversant Group family of companies, understands that  
your IT team has a lot of demands. So, we partner with you, filling your unique  
gaps to help keep you secure every day of the year. Armed with proprietary  
threat actor playbooks, we can defend your infrastructure dynamically, leaving  
you to focus on other priorities.


